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i have the final version 4.1.19.365 (v431) and i tryed to convert my divx movie and everytime the screen is turning on the movie
if i do anything i hear a beep once, it says conversion completed in 00:01:19 the next line says conversion completed in 05:57:36

conversion completed in 00:01:00 and then plays the vob file and it plays very well. everytime this happen i tryed with the
options auto and manual but the same always happens. my question is what you guys think about this? i have too much time to
watch my movie and i really want it to work and i have done everythiong i could think of. any help is welcome. ok just spent two

days trying to get a divx file converted to dvd format in my playstation 3, after about 10x useing convertxtodvd v3.3.0.88 to
make a 1gb file to convert to dvd and then once that was done using convertxtodvd 4.1.19.365 to convert the large file to dv. i

also was thinking of using the avi format to be able to play the converted file on my ps3 but they don't seem to work. ok about to
try this encode i have tried to encode the thing 3 times using encoding setting automatic auto (best) and manual. i have tried to
encode the thing 3 times using encoding setting automatic auto (best) and manual. i've tried encoding manual using the same
settings three times as 3.1.5.1 and 3.2 with no luck, i could not get 3.1 encoding to burn, but 3.2 was able to burn (kind of). i

downloaded the latest version of convertxtodvd and the same thing happened. i think the only way to get this to work for sure is
to find a torrent that has a working log file and go from there, i'm still waiting for 4.19 to be made public by brancjro. i hope he

makes this possible for version 5.0. 5ec8ef588b
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